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ABSTRACT

The paper deals with a novel algorithm used to improve identification quality of clusters generated by predictive clustering
algorithm as a tool to identify states preceding to bifurcations for a system governed by von Karman equations. To construct
bifurcation precursors, solutions (of the equations) observed on bifurcation paths are clustered; centers of the clusters constitute a
set of bifurcation precursors. To decrease identification error rate, quality of each precursor is assessed with the employment of
an additional, validation set. The paper concerns with two approaches to this procedure; the first one employs a single number
to assess identification value of a cluster in order to delete those with low identification values. The second approach uses
proposed knowledge extraction procedure to ascertain rules of replacement of the precursors chosen by the algorithm (active) by
more efficient one. A wide-ranging simulation reveals that the best variant (provided that the Wishart clustering algorithm is
utilized) is the replacement of the active cluster in conjunction local normalization of data. The optimal parameters values for
both algorithms, arriving at essentially decreased identification errors.
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1. INTRODUCTION
On-line assessment of vulnerability for various systems under
rapidly changing conditions makes it necessary to develop al-
gorithms able to identify the observed state preceding to loss
of functionality. In the paper[1] the problem in question is
formulated as the problem to develop early-warning signs for
bifurcations;[2] the same paper reports that typical sequences
of post-bifurcation solutions can be used as the early-warning
signs. To construct these typical sequences, it is possible
to apply clustering algorithms similar to those used (in the
framework of predictive clustering[3]) to ascertain clusters
employed to predict a time series.[1] Here a training set in-
corporates sequences (of fixed length) of post-bifurcation

solutions; the centers of such clusters are the early-warning
signs.

As far as the problem at issue is supposed to be solved on-
line, it is highly reasonable to estimate clusters’ identification
value and thereby reduce the number of clusters. The present
paper is concerned with novel algorithm to assess identifica-
tion values of the clusters in the frameworks of the inverse
bifurcation problem (the problem to construct a set of early-
warning signs).

Conventional way to appreciate the identification value of
a cluster is to estimate somehow its efficiency using addi-
tional validation set; the result is a single value assigned
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to each cluster (its identification value). Nevertheless, it is
not necessary to present information about clusters identifi-
cation values using scalars; quite contrary, it is possible to
employ, for example, logical rules indicating practicability
of utilizing the cluster in question to identify under some
conditions.

To compare different methods we utilize (along with a root-
mean-squared-error) the number of non-predictable obser-
vations for a testing set[4, 5] that are the observations of the
algorithm unable to identify due to the absence of the appro-
priate cluster.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next sec-
tion reviews recent advances in the field; the third section
formally states the problems under study; the fourth one out-
lines clustering method and a method to estimate clusters’
identification values as well; the fifth section provides results.
Finally, the last section presents conclusions.

2. RELATED WORKS
Conventionally, predictive clustering researchers (irrespec-
tive they would like to forecast a time series or identify ob-
servable dynamics) pursue two avenues of inquiry;[3] the first
one states that a series is an integral unit and it is possible to
develop a single model to identify its subsequences of obser-
vations. The second one seeks for typical dynamical patterns
(variously known as typical sequences,[4–6] motifs, chunks,[7]

shapelets,[8] patterns, subsequences,[3] etc.) in a time series
observed. In what follows, we restrict our attention to the
second line of investigation.

Currently available methods of this line can be grouped in
compliance with theories of artificial intelligence they use
with four resultant groups.[9, 10] The first group comprises
various neural networks models which able to reveal and
approximate local tendencies in observed data.[11, 12] The
second one includes fuzzy and neuro-fuzzy approaches em-
ployed to construct robust and logically transparent mod-
els of identification.[13] The third group is associated with
distributed artificial intelligence, namely, with genetic al-
gorithms,[14] with swarm intelligence,[15] with ant colony
optimization[16] and with other algorithm belonging to this
group.[17] Also, distributed artificial intelligence methods
can be applied to determine weights for neural networks
identification models.[18]

Finally, the last group utilizes clustering technique in order
to employ centres of clusters as the typical patterns. A pa-
per[19] is concerned with k-means in order to adjust it to
seek for similar sections in chaotic time series; the modified
algorithm is dubbed with TSkmeans (Time Series k-means).
The paper[20] also considers k-means to predict chaotic time

series; it summarizes results by various investigators for
forecasting Australia’s national electricity market prices; an
extended version of the results may be found in Gromov
and Borisenko.[4] The papers[21, 22] analyze spatio-temporal
data using a clustering technique grounded on the modified
Euclidean distance capable of taking into account hidden
space and time patterns. The article[23] examines ways to
extract typical patterns from series amassed by a generating
company; it is aimed at designing algorithms of rational en-
ergy consumption; the authors use various modifications of
k-means.

A common disadvantage of the above-mentioned algo-
rithms[24] is that they depend heavily on the distance function
used; besides that it is often required to know the number
of clusters before clustering. In a sense, the clustering tech-
niques (including the Wishart clustering[9]) based upon the-
ory of graphs/complex networks are able to overcome this
limitations. For example, the paper[9] is concerned with the
algorithm that maps the sequence of a series to graph vertices
and then (in the framework of complex networks theory[25])
attempt to find its cliques.

Conventionally, studies of such algorithms deal with tech-
niques to generate learning samples and with clustering al-
gorithms, these constituents of identification method corre-
spond to the concepts of adaptation to data and adaptation to
algorithm.[26] The present paper explores an additional con-
stituent to design efficient identification algorithm – estimate
identification values of clusters (adaptation to identification
procedure).

Furthermore, the problem to estimate identification value of
the clusters as an auxiliary problem to identify states preced-
ing to bifurcations is solved mainly in such a way that each
cluster is assessed by a single value, in the present paper, we
consider the algorithm that extracts a number of logical rules
to ascertain conditions under which each cluster should be
used instead.

3. PROBLEM STATEMENT

Identification error is associated with incorrect choice of
the active cluster that is the cluster engaged to identify
the current observation. Identification values assessment
problem involves selecting subset of clusters such that the
total identification error on additional validation set is ei-
ther minimum (the first statement) or less than a predefined
threshold (the second statement). Mathematically, the prob-
lem is formulated as follows. Let Λ is the set of clusters
employed to identify se-quences of the time series at is-
sue; = ≡

{
G : Λ→ R1}; Λ̃(G, β) = {λ ∈ Λ : G(λ) ≥ β}.

The problem is to find the estimator G∗ ∈ = and the thresh-
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old value β∗ ∈ R1, β∗ > 0 (the first statement) in order to
mini-mize prediction error (on the testing set):

minI(Λ̃(G, β)) (1)

The second statement implies that one minimizes the number
of clusters belonging to Λ̃(G, β):

min
∣∣∣Λ̃(G, β)

∣∣∣ (2)

under constraint∣∣∣I(Λ̃(G, β))
∣∣∣ ≤ γ (3)

where γ is a parameter of the algorithm. In the framework
of the first statement, one places emphasis on the minimum
identification error, while the second statement is concerned
primarily with speed to obtain identification results.

To solve the problem, an additional – the validation – set is
introduced under the assumption that it differs from both the
training and testing ones, and all three of them are drawn
from the same universal set.

4. IDENTIFICATION ALGORITHM
The proposed algorithm is subdivided into two parts. The
first part analyzes a group of time series at hand in order
to cluster sequences made of its observations according to
predefined patterns and then to use cluster centres as typi-
cal sequences. The second estimates clusters’ identification
values and deletes clusters with low values.

4.1 Sample generation and clustering algorithms
The series are considered to be normalized. We used two dif-
ferent normalization techniques. The first one suggests that
an entire time series is normalized with the employment of
its maximum and minimum values, whereas the second tech-
nique implies that sample vectors are normalized separately,
using their own maxima and minima. Hereinafter, we refer
to these techniques as global (G) and local (L) respectively.
The latter makes it possible to cluster not typical amplitudes
(as it takes place for the former), but rather typical profiles.

To generate samples, we utilize a concept of pattern that
is a preset sequence of distances between observations’ po-
sitions which are to occupy the neighboring positions in a
sample vector. The aforesaid algorithm is applied to gen-
erate samples with the employment of all possible patterns
of four elements with the maximum (minimum) distance
between neighboring positions in the pattern equal to 10. So
the number of patterns used amounts to 10,000. Each pattern
produces its own set of clusters, and then all sets of clusters

are merged into a single set.

To cluster vectors, we employ the Wishart clustering[27] as
modified by Lapko and Chentsov.[9] The method uses graph
theory concepts and non-parametric probability density func-
tion estimator of k-nearest neighbors. Some problems as-
sociated with application of the algorithm are discussed in
Gromov and Shulga.[6] The modification used is based upon
non-parametric estimate of k-neighbour probability density
function:

p(x) = k

V olk(z)n (4)

Hereinafter V olk(z) is a volume of the hypersphere of a
radius dk(z) centred in z, which enclose at least k ele-
ments zi, i = 1, n of the sample to be clustered; G(Zn, Un)
is a similarity graph with vertices Zn corresponding to
sample’s elements, while edges are defined as Un =
{d(zi, zj) ≤ dk(zi), i 6= j}; G(Zi, Ui) is a subgraph such
that Zi =

{
zj , j = 1, n

}
and Ui is the subset of edges with

final vertices belonging to Zi.

A cluster cl , l > 0 is called significant with respect to h > 0,
if

max {|p(zi)− p(zj)| ∀zi, zj ∈ cl} (5)

Algorithm 1 The Wishart clustering technique

1: Determine a distance dk(zi) between each observation
and its k-nearest neighbour and sort a sample in ascend-
ing order dk(zi).

2: Let w(zi) is the number of class of observation zi. Set
i = 1.

3: The following variants are possible for a G(Zi, Ui):
3.1. If zi is an isolated of G(Zi, Ui), then start form-ing
a new cluster. Go to step 4.
3.2. If zi is linked with vertices of the l-th cluster only,
and the cluster is formed, then set w(zi) = 0. Otherwise,
set w(zi) = 1. Go to step 4.
3.3. If zi is linked with vertices of the clusters
l1, l2, · · · , lt, t > 1.
3.3.1. If all (t) clusters are formed, then set w(zi) = 0.
Go to step 4.
3.3.2. If the number of significant clusters is ξ(h) ≤ t.
a) If ξ(h) > 1 or l1 = 0, then setw(zi) = 0, label signif-
icant clusters as formed, delete non-significant clusters,
setting w(zi) = 0 for all their elements.
b) Else merge the clusters l2, · · · , lt with the cluster l1,
setting w(zi) = l1 for all their elements and w(zj) = l1.

4: Set i = i+ 1. If i ≤ n, then go to step 3.
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4.2 The problem of estimating clusters’ identification
value

Two techniques to estimate the values in question are con-
sidered. The first (more conventional) one suggests that the
identification value of k-th cluster is calculated as follows:

Qk(β) =
∑
i∈Sk

ei

eik

1
|Vi|

, ei = 1
|Vi|

∑
j∈Vi

eij (6)

where Vi is a set of clusters able to predict i-th observa-
tion with an error less than β; Sk is the set of observations
predicted by k-th cluster with an error less than β; eij is a
prediction error for i-th observation if j-th cluster is used to
identify.

The second method to perform quality assessment offers not
to use a single characteristic, but rather to extract knowledge
from data about prediction errors of algorithm for observa-
tions of the validation set.

We also define for j-th cluster (over the validation set):

dij is the minimum Euclidian distance between i-th observa-
tion and elements of j-th cluster; S(d)

j (β) is the number of
observations with the distance less than β from the cluster j.
mj is the number of times the cluster has been active; nj is
the number of times the use of the cluster would lead to the
minimum possible error.

Algorithm 2 The quality assessment routine with the replace-
ment of the active cluster

1: Initialization: For each j, S(d)
i (β) 6= ∅, Si(β) 6= ∅,

mj ← 0, nj ← 0.
2: i← 0.
3: j ← 0.
4: If dij < β then S(d)

i (β) = S
(d)
i (β) ∪ xi.

5: If eij < β then Si(β) = Si(β) ∪ xi.
6: Find dimin = dik = minj{dij};mk = mk + 1.
7: Find eimin = eip = minj{eij} and the distance of dip;
nk = nk + 1.

8: j = j + 1 . If the list of clusters is not exhausted, then
go to step 3.

9: i = i + 1. If the list of observations is not exhausted,
then go to step 2.

In what follows, we refer to these algorithms as to 1st, and
2nd.

5. NUMERICAL RESULTS
The method discussed in the previous section is applied to
a time series constructed using solution sequences. To mea-
sure identification error, we used two measures. They are
the percentage of uncorrected predictions and that of non-

predictable observations. Both measures are averaged over
the testing set which is used neither for training nor for qual-
ity assessment. The method under study was applied to the
series observed on bifurcation paths (including primary and
secondary ones) of non-linear boundary problem under study.

Table 1. Identification errors
 

 

Size N QA Uncorr (%) Non (%) 
104 G 1 8.2 0.73 
105 G 1 5.89 0.61 
106 G 1 4.81 0.59 
104 G 2 7 0.74 
105 G 2 6. 18 0.64 
106 G 2 3. 75 0.6 
104 L 1 7.73 0.43 
105 L 1 5.69 0.34 
106 L 1 3.52 0.31 
104 L 2 4.72 0.38 
105 L 2 3.63 0.36 
106 L 2 2.51 0.29 

Note. Size is a size of training set; N is a normalization technique; QA is quality  
assessment algorithm; Uncorr is the percentage of uncorrected predictions; Non is the  
percentage of non-predictable observations. 

Figure 1. The percentage of the non-predictable
observations for series of solution norms for von Karman
equations; (a) for the global normalization technique; (b) for
the local normalization technique; red line with squares
stands for the quality assessment method based upon a
scalar estimate of clusters’ identification value; green line
with rhombi stands for the one based upon a replacement of
active cluster.
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The results obtained are presented in the following way. Af-
ter introductory information about the sample, we present
the identification errors for different method versions both
graphically and in the form of a table. Table 1 shows iden-
tification errors corresponding to various choice of normal-
ization, clustering, and quality assessment routines. The first
column indicates a size of the validation set (sizes of train-
ing sets are identical and equal to 105 – the total number
of clusters amounts to 263); the next two columns present
information about the method used. Namely, the second and
third columns correspond to a normalization technique (G
is global and L is local), and a method to estimate clusters’
identification values (quality assessment; 1 is the quality as-
sessment method based upon a scalar estimate; 2 is the one
based upon a replacement of the active cluster) respectively.
The next two columns present the percentage of uncorrected
predictions and that of non-predictable observations.

Figure 1 presents the same data graphically. Subfigures (a)
and (b) show the percentage of the non-predictable observa-

tions (for global and local normalization technique) using
the same notation.

The Wishart clustering technique in conjunction with local
normalization routine and the quality assessment method
based upon a scalar estimate of clusters’ identification values
proves the most efficient; however, it also proves the most
time-consuming. Another point of interest is the fact that the
percentage of the clusters to be discarded to obtain the best
identification converges to a certain limit (around 19%) as
size of the validation set increases.

6. CONCLUSIONS
Quality assessment procedure aimed at estimating clusters’
identification values and at deleting clusters with low ones
(in the framework of predictive clustering) decreases essen-
tially identification error for series of solution norms for von
Karman equations. The best variant appears to be the Wishart
clustering algorithm in conjunction with local normalization
and replacement of the active cluster.
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